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Executive Summary & Overview: 
 

Cheesesteak Madness is a food truck designed to provide authentic cheesesteak sandwiches at an 

affordable price. I have realized after doing some research that the market for cheesesteak 

sandwiches has grown after the famous tats food truck moved out of the state. Our audience is 

the wonderful people that live in the Greater Seattle Area and anyone that is on vacation from 

around the world. Our food truck is unique in that was created by someone who has over 20 

years of restaurant experience. From opening clubs in Vegas to fine dining in Bellevue. 

 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics families that live in Seattle spend about 12.3 percent 

on food each year. This was on the average of families having $64,933 yearly, or $7983 of eating 

out money to spend. Cheesesteak Madness food truck’s social media marketing plan has a 

primary focus to inform the community that we are here to provide delicious food and to be the 

food truck that these families come to spend their money. We would like them to see our food 

truck as the best place to get a cheesesteak. A place where people from every social class can 

come to enjoy, talk and share stories about their favorite places to eat, and for a place where 

families can take their kids for family friendly night out. 

 

Our website was built to show what we have to offer, such as where our locations are, the menu 

we offer and how much everything costs. As well as make it easy to contact the business so they 

can place catering orders. Lastly, so people can help volunteer wherever we do nonprofit work 

around the Greater Seattle Area. Each Category was based on intense research from personal 

experiences, online college survey results and a competitive market analysis of our competition, 

including brand research and diverse persona profiles. 

 

When it comes down to it finding a place to eat for lunch can be bit of a problem do you really 

want to be in the breakroom with that dirty microwave, or make a disaster of your kitchen.  So 

where can you go? With bad restaurants everywhere, you not need look any further Cheesesteak 

Madness can help, rather than having to drive to a restaurant we are just walking distance from 

where you work, making it an easy one stop for all your lunch time needs. Cheesesteaks 

Madness social media goals are to listen to the community and to drive to the places where the 

most fans of the food truck are. Plus, to increase our following and to have continued business by 

engaging with people on social media like Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. In addition, we 

would like to build a strong brand name through word-of-mouth recommendation, Search Engine 

Optimization, and our support for volunteering in the community. 
 
 

Social media Presence: 
 

My Sites: 

  Wix: https://cheesesteakMadness.wixsite.com/home 

  Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CheesesteakMadness/  

https://cheesesteakmadness.wixsite.com/home
https://cheesesteakmadness.wixsite.com/home
https://www.facebook.com/Cheesesteakmadness/
https://www.facebook.com/Cheesesteakmadness/


  Twitter: https://twitter.com/ChzsteakMadness 

  Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/cheesesteakMadness/ 

Since Cheesesteak Madness just started a social media presence, it will be measured by the 

following metrics  

(1) Likes on Facebook and followers on Twitter 

(2) Comments, likes and shares on Facebook posts 

(3) Twitter retweets and favorites 

Wix: 

Since Wix is a freemium website I could not access the analytics part of the website. However, 

visitors can use our social media platforms to look at the website. 

Facebook: 

 

 

The two graphs above show that the Facebook page is starting to grow. Although the 

engagement is super low its showing that we are getting ourselves off the ground and are starting 

to show what we have to offer. So far, we have had one review on the website saying our food is 

a five-star joint. Saying “we great from start to finish.” 

Twitter: 

https://twitter.com/Chzsteakmadness
https://twitter.com/Chzsteakmadness
https://www.instagram.com/cheesesteakmadness/
https://www.instagram.com/cheesesteakmadness/


 The Twitter account is only 23 days old and already we have 142 impressions, with an 

average of 6 impressions per day. I currently have 1 follower and 10 tweets; the business has 

learned how to use hashtags with our biggest tweet getting 41 impression the hashtag was 

#AppleCup. The reason the business isn’t getting more engagement because I have a disclaimer 

saying it’s a WSU school project. But if I didn’t have this I believe it would get more retweets 

and followers.  

 

 



Instagram: 

 

Competitive Analysis: 
 

The competitive analysis is useful because it involves a simple exploration of my competitors in 

my product category and how the product will fit in the niche. By doing the competitive analysis 

on food trucks around Seattle I learned that there were no cheesesteak food trucks in Seattle. 

Giving my food truck the perfect opportunity to fill that niche. However, I did learn that there are 

competitors just they are all restaurants with no wheels. The SWOT analysis will help identify 

my potential strengths and weaknesses as a service as well as potential opportunities to grow. 

What I have seen is our weaknesses can easily be fixed if we are able withstand the first five 

years of opening the food truck. For our opportunities we can generate a strong brand recognition 

making our name be the only name people think when it comes to cheesesteaks.  
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Cheesesteak Madness SWOT 

Internal 

Strengths Weakness 

1. We do well on creating a fun long 

lasting memory of great cheesesteaks 

2. Our unique resources we can draw 

on is someone who has been in the food 

industry their whole life 

3. The strength others see is we have 

amazing customer service 

1. We could improve on increasing 

sales 

2. The resources that we lack the most 

will be man power 

3. Others are likely to see our weak 

point of being so new to the market that 

we won’t be able to pick up fast enough 

before we can’t afford to run a food 

truck 

External 

Opportunities Threats 

1. Opportunities that are open to us are 

we are new, and we can quickly build a 

relationship to the community that tells 

them we have great food 

2. We will be able to show our brand to 

many different places around the 

greater Seattle area because we can 

drive around to places 

3. We will be able to work with local 

newspapers and broadcasting teams for 

a cool story about us 

1. Threats that could harm us are other 

restaurants that serve the same food as 

we do 

2. Our competition is giving a limited 

but high-quality menu 

3. Threats that our weaknesses expose 

is if one person gets sick we will not be 

able to work that day reducing sales for 

the year 



 

Goals: 

Cheesesteak Madness is a food truck created by a man with a passion to serve only the best 

cheesesteak sandwiches. Therefore, all our goals revolve around the growth of the brand and 

so people can share an emotional experience they may never forget. 

Specific goals of Cheesesteak Madness include… 

Increased Sales: It is my goal to use the Social Media Marketing campaign to produce more call 

to action of buying our cheesesteaks, getting takeout, buying apparel, and catering. This goal 

was expressed by Austin.  

Building my brand: It is my goal to use the Social Media Marketing campaign to produce a 

strong brand image. This will be done be having the first thing you see on the business website 

is the volunteering work Cheesesteak Madness does for the community. We want to do this, so 

anyone can eat from Cheesesteak Madness. This goal was expressed by Austin. 

Driving Word-By-Mouth: It is my goal to use the Social Media Marketing campaign to generate 

more word-by-mouth marketing. This will be done by have a creditable website and a product 

that offers the best cheesesteak around. As well as having an active presence on Twitter and 

showing the volunteering work. This will give people the need to tell others about the business 

to go here for lunch and drive sales forward. This goal was express by Austin. 

Producing new marketing ideas: It is my goal to use the Social Media Marketing campaign to 

produce an apparel page once the food truck has started to bring in more revenue. This in turn 

will create walking billboards (people) to help bring in more people to buy cheesesteaks. Also, 

we will listen to the community and create any other items the public might want. Such as 

stickers of the logo of the business or sunglasses, bottle openers anything really. This goal was 

expressed by Austin. 

Generating leads for catering: It is my goal to use the Social Media Marketing campaign to 

create more leads with catering, I have created a call-to-action for catering by giving a landing 

page just for catering. I made it fool-proof by having the menu for catering, an email, time we 

are open, the phone number and where to pick it up when its ready. Having a catering landing 

page will create more sales in the business. This goal was expressed by Austin. 

Handling crisis reputation management: It is my goal to use the Social Media Marketing 

campaign to help outraged customers post on our Facebook page or leave us a message, so we 

can help resolve the issues that come up. If we encounter a troll, we will either delete their post 

or ignore it completely. This goal was express by Austin. 

Integration with PR and advertising campaigns: It is my goal to use the Social Media Marketing 

campaign to incorporate Facebook ads on our business. We will also use our website for 



possible columnists to look at who we are and any information they need to write about us. We 

will also create media lists and generate leads to pick up bloggers who write about food trucks, 

family lifestyles, volunteering work, foodies, The Pacific Northwest, entrepreneurs, venture 

capital and any other personas we might find that work with our business in the future. This 

goal was expressed by Austin.  

Search engine optimization constant stream: It is my goal to use the Social Media Marketing 

campaign to create a website who can take on its competitors by using some of the same 

keywords they are using.  These keywords words will help bring in organic clicks to drive our 

sales up. Some of the keywords will be included Cheesesteaks, Family owned, food trucks, and 

greater Seattle area. We also plan to use a streaming platform to create more content for the 

business social media. This will give new customers some idea of who we are and what we 

offer. This goal was expressed by Austin. 

 

Strategies: 

Cheesesteak Madness although is a food truck requires to use Social Media Marketing 

campaigns to grow which requires us to continually use these platforms. The development of our 

Social Media Marketing campaign will be brought up by the eight C’s of creating our business 

strategy which are categorize, comprehend, converse, collaborate, contribute, connect 

community and convert. 

Categorize: 

 Since Cheesesteak Madness is new and has little money for marketing, the business will 

focus on free marketing tools. These include our Social Media Marketing campaign, which our 

ranked in order from most important to least important. These include our website, Facebook 

page, Twitter account, Instagram account, Twitch or any livestreaming platform and eventually a 

YouTube channel. These sites are where we will find most of our new customers. If we have 

someone focus on these websites we will have the greats return on investment (ROI), we will 

continue to listen to the community updating our website and other social platforms to enhance 

the customer experience. 

Comprehend: 

 Cheesesteak Madness is a new company and we will learn how our customers use each of 

our social media platforms. We hope that people use the website more for looking at the general 

information such where we are locate, what we offer, and our hours of operation, for catering 

and to buy merchandise. Facebook will be used to see other reviews and to look at what we have 

been up to in the community. Instagram will be able to look at our food in greater depth with 

tasteful visuals. Twitter will be used for engagement with the community and have a greater 

understanding of what the community wants and to build relationships. Twitch and YouTube 



will be used as content creation for people to engage even more with the business. Yelp will be 

for the rank system we hope to find creditable yelpers to leave positive reviews of our food truck. 

Converse: 

 Cheesesteak Madness plans to post content that will help the business grow, the most 

important content that we hold is our image of helping out the community by volunteering as a 

business at local food banks and community rally’s. We will post content about someone who 

has made a difference at these events and show people eating our food.  

Collaborate: 

 Cheesesteak Madness plans to create friendships with other food trucks, so we can get 

our name out through other creditable food trucks. This will bring more people to our social 

media platforms and most importantly to the food truck to purchase out products. We will be 

able to see more people going to our social media platforms by looking at the likes, comments 

and shares increasing. 

Contribute: 

  Cheesesteak Madness plans to share content on the website that is relevant to what the 

community wants to see. By doing this the community will see that we have important 

information or just information they thought was funny or helpful and will continue to check up 

on the social media platforms. 

Connect: 

 Cheesesteak Madness will try to get its name out to larger companies around the Greater 

Seattle area to generate free promotion for our product. We also hope that the community that 

follows us will share with their friends again creating free promotion for our product. 

Community: 

 Cheesesteak Madness will strive to listen to the community generating polls to see what 

the community wants out of us. We want to give the community options and not one product that 

will never change. 

Convert: 

 We plan to bring people in by using the social media platforms we use and to create an 

image that we are respectful toward the community and provide a yummy lunch. This in hope 

will bring in more people to engage with us and to think of us as the number one cheesesteak 

business in the Greater Seattle Area. 

 

Target Market: 

The target market for Cheesesteak Madness is anyone who is living in the Greater Seattle area, 

who likes to eat cheesesteak sandwiches. That age is anywhere between 5-100 years old, 



although cheesesteaks are for people who eat meat we also will work on creating a 

cheesevegetable sandwich for the continuing growth of the Middle East presence in Seattle. 

Some of the unique personas are demonstrated in my user persona section. A user will typically 

come to our site to figure out where we are in any given day, to order catering or take out, to by 

merchandise and to find hours of operation.  

Tools & Implementation: 

Facebook: (Implementation) 
Facebook is an American for-profit corporation and an online social media and social networking 

service based in Menlo Park, California. (source Wikipedia). Since the business is a food truck we will rely 

heavily on social media platforms to boots our sales. Cheesesteak Madness plans to use this social media 

platform by creating content for the community and to increase our social media presence by 

implementing: 

1. Daily posts that show you what Cheesesteak Madness is doing around the community. 

2. Keeping track of the analytics seeing what post, picture, video and live stream content works best 

for the community so we can tailor or Facebook page to better accommodate the community. 

3. Putting or other social media links on the page along with the website to make it look quick and 

easy to move from each social media platform. 

4. Creating paid ad on Facebook to get out the message of who we are. 

 

Twitter: (Implementation) 

Twitter is an online news and social networking service where users post and interact with messages, called 

"tweets." (source Wikipedia). Using this social media platform, the business can keep track of pop culture 

fads by watching the hashtags going on and tailor the posts around these hashtags, Cheesesteak Madness 

plans to use Twitter by implementing: 

1. Post important information about the business so people will learn to come to Twitter for deals 

and to see where we will be on any given day. 

2. The business plans to post once or twice per day to stay relevant to the community. 

3. The business plans to use relevant hashtags that people are using around the Greater Seattle area 

(Such as #AppleCup). 

4. The business plans to solicit all of the other social media link on this platform to bring in more 

clicks.  

 

Instagram: (Implementation) 
Instagram is a mobile, desktop, and Internet-based photo-sharing application and service that allows users to 

share pictures and videos either publicly, or privately to pre-approved followers (source Wikipedia). Using this 

social media platform, the business can create visual content, such as a more in-depth visual of what the food 

looks like and our volunteering work. Also, people can send in their photos of the food, so we can publish it on 

our main account, we will implement this by: 

1. Posting every few days about the food or volunteering somewhere 

2. Post one submission every week 

3. Post a cool story we heard about while volunteering 

4. Leave a spot for our website link so people can click to it for more information 

 
Wix: (Implementation)  
Wix.com is a cloud-based web development platform that was first developed and popularized by the Israeli 

company also called Wix (source Wikipedia). Using this platform, the business plans to put in all important 

information about the business. We are tailoring the website to be more of a mobile platform. We will 

implement this by: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/For-profit_corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/For-profit_corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_media
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_media
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menlo_Park,_California
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menlo_Park,_California
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartphone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartphone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desktop_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desktop_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_sharing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_sharing


1. Keeping nearly all the website in a one continues scroll 

2. Ridding of clunky photos or unwanted space 

3. Having our social media account linked into the website 

 

Gliffy: (Tool) 
Gliffy was used as a tool to develop a wireframe for the original concept of the website, you can see key 
characteristics from the wireframe that are in the website today. 
 
TradeMarkia: (Tool) 
TradeMarkia was the tool used to purchase the domain of Cheesesteak Madness 
 
LogoMaker: (Tool) 
LogoMaker was the tool used to purchase the logo design for Cheesesteak Madness. Originally the 
business had three logo concepts however only one made it through. 
  
Xtensio: (Tool) 
Xtensio was used to build the user persona templates. 
  
Trello: (Tool) 
Trello is going to be used to help our team manage all the projects, for the social media marketing campaign.  

Monitoring & Tuning: 

Google Analytics: (Monitoring) 
Google Analytics will be used to track the growth of the website, the business will be able to determine 
what items are selling best what picture brought the most attention, and anything else that we might 
not see Google Analytics will be able to identify all the trends. 
  
Facebook insights: (Monitoring) 
Facebook Insights will be used to monitor the engagement of our users on Facebook, we will be able to 
use insights as well to create Facebook ads. Insights will give us a better understanding of what posts 
will bring in people and what posts wont work. 
  
Twitter Analytics: (Monitoring) 
Twitter Analytics will be able to monitor what hashtags we are using work best. What pictures, gifs, or 
polls have drawn in most attention to help us tailor or news platform to be the best it can be. 
 
Hootsuite: (Monitoring) 
Hootsuite will be used to monitor all the action we get on Twitter in real time, from any mentions we 
are posted in or any bad reviews we have gotten or good reviews, so we can retweet them. Hootsuite 
will give us the competitive edge in the Twitter world. 
PollDaddy: (Tuning) 
PollDaddy will be used to help us on research projects we need help with, anywhere from pricing of new 
items to new sweat shirt designs. 
 

 



Budget: 

Below is the suggested budget for the first year of the social media marketing plan: 

Title Money 

Facebook ad $5,000 a year 

Google adwords $5,000 a year 

Additional Expenses $10,000 a year 

Monitoring Tools $1,000 a year 

Social Media Manager $2,400 (at one hour a day) 

Total expenses for the year $23,400 

 

Return on Investment: 

We will get the ROI on Facebook ad’s by acquiring people from Facebook to go to our website 

we hope to pay off the Facebook ad’s through our catering events. With Google adwords we will 

bring customers straight to our website we hope to pay Google adwords off with our clothing 

line. Finally with monitoring tools, social media manger and additional expenses will be paid by 

using the product its self the Cheesesteak Madness. 

Brand Research (Logo/Name survey results): 

My PollDaddy survey: https://crazuh.polldaddy.com/s/comstrat-311 

Before the business could even launch Cheesesteak Madness had to first identify what the logo 

should look like and what the name of the business should be. The PollDaddy survey questions 

where aimed toward identifying what the name of the business should be. From the results I was 

able to identify the proper name of the company.  

1. What name do you think best describes a cheese steak sandwich 

food truck? 

a. Philly Yum 

b. Seattle Philly 

c. Dustins Truck 

d. Pike Philly Cheesesteak 

e. Cheesesteak Madness 

2. Out of the naming process what do you believe is important in a 

name. 
a. Having what you sell in the name (strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly 

Agree) 

b. Having energy in the name (strongly disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree 

3. From top to bottom what is the best competitor names 

a. Steak Your Claim 

https://crazuh.polldaddy.com/s/comstrat-311
https://crazuh.polldaddy.com/s/comstrat-311


b. The Food Truck League  

c. Cheesesteak Factory 

d. Phill Me Up Cheesesteaks 

e. Way South Philly 

4. What comes to mind when you look at the name Cheese Steak 

Madness. 
a. Short Answer 

5. Thinking about the name Cheese Steak Madness, Which of the 

following best describes your feeling about it. 
a. Like the name very much  

b. Like the name a little 

c. Don’t like  it that much  

d. Hate the name 

6. If you saw Cheese Steak Madness on the street would you eat their 

just by the name? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

7. Would you remember Cheese Steak Madness if you just had it 

once? 

a. Likely 

b. Not Likely 

c. No, I would forget the name  

8. Do you like this logo? 

 
a. Yes 

b. No  

 

 

 

 



Logo Concepts: 

 

 



 

User Personas: 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gliffy Wireframe: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Extras 

Detailed Survey Results: 

Total Responses: 38 
Completion Rate: 100% 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



All Facebook and Twitter Graphs: 

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/CheesesteakMadness/insights/?referrer=page_insights_tab_button 

Overview: 

 

Followers:  

https://www.facebook.com/Cheesesteakmadness/insights/?referrer=page_insights_tab_button
https://www.facebook.com/Cheesesteakmadness/insights/?referrer=page_insights_tab_button


 

Likes: 



 

Reach: 



 



 



 

Page Views: 



 

Page Previews: 



 

Actions on Page: 



 



 

 



Posts: 

 

Events: 

 

Video: 



 

Messages: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Twitter: 

https://analytics.twitter.com/user/ChzsteakMadness/home 

Overview: 

 

Impressions: 

 

https://analytics.twitter.com/user/Chzsteakmadness/home
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Audience: 

 

 

 



Cheesesteak Madness Website: 









 


